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Abstract
We focus on several learning approaches that
employ max-operator to evaluate the margin.
For example, such approaches are commonly
used in multi-class learning task and top-rank
learning task. In general, in order to estimate the theoretical generalization risk, we
need to individually evaluate the complexity
of each hypothesis class used in the learning
approaches. In this paper, we provide a technique to estimate a theoretical generalization
risk for such learning approaches in a same
fashion. The key idea is to “redundantly” reformulate the learning problem as one-class
multiple-instance learning by redefining the
specific input space based on the original input space. Surprisingly, we succeed to improve the generalization risk bounds for some
multi-class learning and top-rank learning algorithms.
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Introduction

A lot of margin-based learning approaches such as
SVMs have a strong theoretical generalization risk
bound and well works in practice.
In this paper, we focus on learning approaches that
define a margin based on max-operator. More precisely, we focus on two learning problems, multi-class
learning (MCL) problem and top-rank learning (TRL)
problem. MCL is a standard learning problem that
the goal of the learner is to find a function which
predict the label of unseen data. One of the typical approach [12] is to find k number of linear hyperplanes for k-class classification, and predict the label
by y = arg maxy∈[k] hwy , xi for data x. In this approach, the margin for a labeled data (x, y) can be
defined as hwy , xi − maxy0 6=y hwy0 , xi. TRL [13, 1, 10]
is one of the bipartite ranking problem [12]. When

given positive and negative instances, the goal of the
learner is to obtain a scoring function which gives
high values to only absolute top positive list. In
other words, the learner wish to maximize the number of positive instances ranked higher than the highest negative instance. When we consider linear hypothesis class of the scoring function, the margin can
be defined for a positive and negative set X + , X − as
hw, x+ i − maxx− ∈X − hw, x− i for all x ∈ X + .
Since different margin and different hypothesis class is
used in different problem, we need to evaluate the theoretical generalization risk individually [12]. One of the
typical approach to guarantee a generalization risk is
to estimate Rademacher complexity [3] of the hypothesis class. The notion of Rademacher complexity allow
us to easily estimate the generalization bounds in several learning problems, but we still need to evaluate
the Rademacher complexity for an individual learning approach. In this paper, based on the notion of
Rademacher complexity, we propose a technique to estimate a theoretical generalization risk in a same fashion for different learning approaches.
The key idea is to “redundantly” reformulate the
learning problem as one-class Multiple-Instance Learning by redefining the specific input space based on
the original input space. Multiple-Instance Learning
(MIL) problem is a fundamental problem in machine
learning field. A standard MIL setting is described
as follows: The learner receives sets (B1 , B2 , ..., Bm )
called bags. Each bag contains multiple instances. In
the training phase, the learner can observe each label
of bags, but cannot observe the label of instances individually. The goal of the learner is to find a decision
function that predicts the labels of unseen bags accurately. As a decision function, the following form is
commonly used in practice:
h(B) = max(w, x).
x∈B

Our motivation of this idea is that the max-operator of
hypothesis can switch to the target margin if we define
something special bag. Roughly speaking, we consider

max-based margin function f and non max-based hypothesis h ∈ H for the target learning problem, there
may exist non max-based margin function f 0 and maxbased hypothesis h0 ∈ H 0 and some bag B that satisfy
f ◦ h(x) = f 0 ◦ h0 (B). If we can find f 0 , H 0 and the
definition of B, we can apply the existing Rademacher
complexity R(f 0 ◦H 0 ) of MIL approaches (e.g., [14, 16])
instead of calculating R(f ◦ H) of the target learning
approach.
Our derivation approach of generalization risk is very
simple, and finishes in two steps. First, we reformulate
the target learning problem as one-class MIL problem.
Second, we apply the existing Rademacher complexity
bound of the MIL approach. In this paper, by using
this derivation approach, we derive the generalization
risk of Multi-class SVM in MCL and InfinitePush [1]
in TRL. We think it is an interesting result that three
different learning problems (see Figure 1, MCL, TRL,
and MIL problem are connected by our approaches.
Surprisingly, as a result, we can improve the existing
generalization risk bounds thanks to the strong bounds
in MIL [14, 16].
The main contribution of this paper is summarized as
follows:
• We provide a derivation technique which allows us
to easily estimate the generalization risk of some
margin-based approaches.
• We improve the generalization bound of several
learning algorithms in MCL and TRL.
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2.1

Related works

Rademacher complexity1 . In the previous work, it was
said that the generalization performance linearly denpends on the class size k (see, e.g., [12]). They showed
that, when considering p-norm regularized multi-class
SVM, the generalization bound logarithmically depends on the class size k in the case p > 2 log k.
However, when p ≤ 2 log k (e.g., considering the standard 2-norm regularized multi-class SVM), the generalization bound has a radical dependence on the class
size. Therefore, they suggested a learning algorithm
of p-norm regularized multi-class SVM to control the
complexity. However, surprisingly, our generalization
bound suggests that 2-norm multi-class SVM also has
the logarithmic dependence on the class size.
2.3

TRL is one of the bipartite ranking problem. A typical bipartite ranking problem is; the learner observes a
binary-labeled sample, and to find a ranking function
that gives higher value positive instances than negative instances. In TRL, the learner wishes to find a
ranking function which maximized the number of positive instances ranked above the ranked highest negative instance. Several approaches have been proposed
in TRL problem setting [13, 1, 10]. The latest

 √theoretiN log p
√
,
cal generalization risk [10] is bounded by O
p
where N is the dimension of input space, p, n are
the size of positive and negative sample, respectively.
However, this bound has high dependence on the dimension2 . Thus, it may be uninformative bound for
high dimensional data. By contrast,

we show the genpn
√
eralization risk bounded by O log
, which does not
p
have a direct dependence on the dimension N .

MIL

3
In this paper, MIL setting is a key of our theoretical
derivation technique. Since Dietterich et al. first proposed MIL in [5], many researchers introduced various
theories and applications of MIL [7, 2, 14, 17, 6, 4].
For example, the aforementioned decision function employing max-operator is widely used for local feature
analysis [4, 16]. Sankaranarayanan and Davis [15] proposed a real application of one-class MIL, which we
use in this paper. Theoretical generalization performance of several MIL algorithm have been investigated [14, 16]. We can say that our approach is quite
different MIL application from the existing works.
2.2

TRL

MCL

To my knowledges, the best known generalization
of multi-class SVM is shown in [8] based on the

Settings

In this section, we introduce three learning problems, multi-class learning problem, top-rank learning
problem, and (binary classification) multiple-instance
problem. For each problem, many learning approaches
have been provided. More precisely, in this paper, we
focus on margin-maximization approaches. At first,
we introduce ρ-margin loss function is defined for any
1

[9] shows tighter bound by considering local
Rademacher complexity which requires some additional
assumptions (e.g., the strong convexity of the loss function). In this paper, we do not consider such assumptions
and only consider global Rademacher complexity.
2
Note that the dependency on the number of dimension
is omitted in the main paper. Please see full version [11]
of this paper.

(TRL)

(MCL)

(MIL)

Figure 1: Overview of the introduced three learning problems. In MCL, the learner predicts the label based on
the largest score, i.e., arg maxj hwj , xi. In TRL, the learner wish to maximize the number of absolute top positive
instances (in dashed square), that are scored higher than the highest negative instances (in dashed circle). In
MIL, the learner predicts the label of bag based on the maximum score of hw, xi in the bag (dashed circle means
the maximizer in each bag).
Learning approach for MCL There are many
learning approaches for MCL. In this paper, we focus on Multi-class SVM [12], which is one of the most
popular learning algorithm for MCL. The original optimization problem of Multi-class SVM is as follows:

ρ > 0 as


0
`ρ (a) = 1 − a/ρ
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3.1

(ρ ≤ a)
(0 ≤ a ≤ ρ)
(a ≤ 0).

Multi-class learning problem

Let X ⊆ RN be an instance space, and Y = {1, . . . , k}
be an output space. The learner receives a set of labeled instances S = ((x1 , y1 ) . . . , (xm , ym )) ∈ (X ×
Y)m , where each instance is drawn i.i.d according to
some unknown distribution D. Given a hypothesis set
H of functions that map X ×Y to R, the learner predict
the label of unseen x using the following mapping
x 7→ arg max h(x, y).
y∈Y

The goal of the learner is to find a set of functions
h(x, 1), . . . , h(x, k) from H with small expected margin
loss:
 

MC
0
`ρ h(x, y) − max
h(x,
y
)
.
RD,ρ
(h) = E
0
(x,y)∼D

y 6=y

(1)
The empirical margin loss for multi-class learning
problem can be defined as:


m
X
0
bMC (h) = 1
R
`
h(x
,
y
)
−
max
h(x
,
y
)
(2)
ρ
i
i
i
S,ρ
y 0 6=yi
m i=1
In this paper, we consider linear functions as hypothesis set HMC = {(x, y) 7→ hwy , xi : w ∈ RN }.

OP 1: Multi-class SVM
k
m
X
X
1
min
kwl k22 + C
ξi
W,ξ
2
i=1
l=1

sub.to: ∀i ∈ [m], ∀l ∈ Y − {yi },
hwyi , xi i − hwl · xi i ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξ ≥ 0,
where C is a constant hyper-parameter. Thus, Multiclass SVM algorithm finds a regularized linear function, that is, the hyposhesis set is represented as
H

MC

= {(x, y) 7→ hwy , xi :

k
X

kwj k2 ≤ Λ2 }

j=1

for any Λ.
3.2

Top-Rank learning problem

Let X ⊆ RN be an instance space. The learner receives
+
a set of pairwise instances S + = (x+
1 , . . . , xp ) drawn
i.i.d. according to some unknown distribution D+ , and
−
S − = (x−
1 , . . . , xn ) drawn i.i.d. according to some
unknown distribution D− . Given a hypothesis set H of
functions that map X to R, the goal of the learner is to
find a function h ∈ H with small expected misranking

In the multi-instance learning problem, the following
hypothesis class is commonly used in practice:

risk with a margin ρ:
"
TR
RD
+ ,D − (h) =

!#
h(x+ ) −

`ρ

E

x+ ∼D +

sup

h(x− )

,

HMI = {B 7→ maxhw, xi : w ∈ RN }.

x− ∈s(D − )

x∈B

(3)
where s(D− ) denotes the support of D− . For any ρ,
the empirical risk of h can be defined as:

!
p
1X
+
−
TR
b
`ρ h(xi ) − max
h(x )
RS + ,S − ,ρ (h) =
p i=1
x− ∈S −
(4)

Learning approach for MIL In this paper, we focus on Multiple-Instance SVM (MI-SVM) [2] as an algorithm for MIL problem. The optimization problem
of MI-SVM (without bias) is as follows:
OP 3: Multi-Instance SVM
m

X
1
min kwk22 + C
ξi
w,ξ 2
i=1

In this paper, we consider the set of linear functions
as H for TRL problem:

sub.to: ∀i ∈ [m],

HTR = {x 7→ hw, xi : w ∈ RN }.

yi max (w · x) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
Learning approach for TRL We introduce InfinitePush [1], which is a support vector style algorithm for TRL. The optimization problem of InfinitePush is as follows:
OP 2: InfinitePush
1
min kwk22 + Cζ
w,ζ,ξ 2
p
X
sub.to: ζ ≥
ξij , ∀j ∈ [n],
ξij ≥ 1 −

−

x−
j )i

ξ ≥ 0,
where C is a constant hyper-parameter. The hypothesis set of MI-SVM can be represented as
HMI = {B 7→ maxhw, xi : kwk2 ≤ Λ2 }
x∈B

for any Λ.
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i=1

hw, (x+
i

x∈Bi

∀i, j,

ξ ≥ 0,
where C is a constant hyper-parameter. InfinitePush
finds a regularized linear function, that is, the hypothesis set is represented as
HTR = {x 7→ hw, xi : kwk2 ≤ Λ2 }

One-class multiple-instance learning
problem

In this section, we introduce our key learning problem, One-Class Multiple-Instance Learning (OCMIL)
problem. This is an easy expansion of MIL problem
for binary classification. Moreover, we show the upper
bound of the generalization risk by simply using the
existing theorem.

for any Λ.

4.1

3.3

Let X be an instance space. A bag B is a finite set
of instances chosen from X . The learner receives a
sequence of bags S = ((B1 ), . . . , (Bm )) ∈ 2X where
each bag is independently drawn according to some
unknown distribution D over 2X . For any hypothesis
h, we define the expected risk as following:

Multiple-instance learning problem

Let X be an instance space. A bag B is a finite set of instances chosen from X . The learner
receives a sequence of (binary) labeled bags S =
((B1 , y1 ), . . . , (Bm , ym )) ∈ (2X × {−1, 1})m called a
sample, where each labeled bag is independently drawn
according to some unknown distribution D over 2X ×
{−1, 1}. The goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis
h ∈ H with small expected margin risk:
MI
RD,ρ
(h)

=

E

[`ρ (yh(B))] .

(B,y)∼D

OMI
RD,ρ
(h) =

E

[−h(B)].

(B,y)∼D

We define the margin-based empirical risk for any ρ >
0 as
m

We define the margin loss function for any ρ > 0 as
m

1 X
MI
bS,ρ
R
(h) =
`ρ (yi h(Bi )) .
m i=1

Problem setting

(5)

1 X
OMI
bS,ρ
`ρ (−h(Bi )) .
R
(h) =
m i=1

(6)

For convenience, we assume that all bags are negative
(i.e., each label of every bags is −1). We replace all yi

of OP 3 by -1, and we have the optimization problem
of One-Class MI-SVM as bellow.

probability, the following bounds (i) and (ii) hold for
b MI :
any h ∈ H
(i) [based on [14]]:

OP 4: One-Class MI-SVM
m

X
1
min kwk22 + C
ξi
w,ξ 2
i=1

b MI

RS (H

)≤O

rΛ log2 Λ2

!

Pm
i=1 |Bi | ln(Λm)
√
.
ρ m

sub.to: ∀i ∈ [m],
− max (w · x) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
x∈Bi

(ii) [based on :[16]]

ξ ≥ 0.
4.2

b MI

RS (H

Generalization bound

To derive the generalization bound for OCMIL, we introduce the definition of Rademacher complexity.
Definition 1. [The Rademacher complexity [3]]
Given a sample S = (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ X m , the empirb of a class H
b ⊂
ical Rademacher complexity RS (H)
b
{h : X → P
R} w.r.t. S is defined as RS (H) =
m
1
m
sup
and
E
b
i=1 σi h(xi ) , where σ ∈ {−1, 1}
h∈H
m
σ

each σi is an independent uniform random variable in
{−1, 1}.
Based on the Rademacher complexity, it is known that
the following generalization bound holds [12]; For fixed
ρ > 0, the following bound holds with high probability:
b with margin loss `ρ ,
for all h ∈ H
bS,ρ (h) + 2 RS (H).
b
RD (h) ≤ R
ρ
For MI-SVM, two generalization bounds, [14] and [16]
have been provided. In fact, the generalization bounds
for binary classification MI-SVM also hold for OneClass MI-SVM. This is because the following holds:
b 0 = {B 7→ −h0 (B) : h0 ∈ HMI }, and let H
b =
Let H
MI
{B 7→ yh(B) : h ∈ H },
"
#
m
X
1
0
0
b ) = E sup
RS (H
σi (−h (Bi ))
m σ h0 ∈HMI i=1
"
#
m
X
1
= E sup
σi h0 (Bi )
m σ h0 ∈HMI i=1
"
#
m
X
1
= E sup
σi yh(Bi ) .
m σ h∈HMI i=1

)≤O

!
p
Sm
rΛ c log | i=1 Bi |
√
ρ m

(7)

where c is a constant depending on the distribution of
sample S.

The above two bounds are incomparable, but they
share same advantage that the Rademacher complexity RS only logarithmically depends on the total number of instances. Note that both bounds do not directly depend on the number of dimension. For simplicity, we unify to use both bounds as
b MI ) ≤ O
RS (H

5



rΛ log |Bi |
√
m


.

(8)

Connection between OCMIL and
MCL

In this section and the next section, we show our main
result, OCMIL-based approaches for deriving generalization risk bound. Our approach is very simple.
First, we consider specialized input bags in OCMIL
according to the target learning problem. In Table 1,
we summarize the sample bags of OCMIL when given
sample of the target problem. Next, we show the relationship of Rademacher complexity between OCMIL
and the target problem. Finally, we apply the generalization bound of One-Class MI-SVM for the target
learning problem.
5.1

Specialized OCMIL setting for MCL

We show the two incomparable generalization risk
bounds of One-Class MI-SVM as bellow.

We consider a special OCMIL setting according to a
MCL problem.

Corollary 1 (Rademacher complexity bounds
for One-Class MI-SVM). Let HMI = {B 7→
maxx∈B hw, xi
:
kwk2
≤
Λ2 } and let
b
H = {B 7→ −h(B) : h ∈ H}, Suppose that
kxk ≤ r for any x ∈ X . Fix ρ > 0, then, with high

We prepare some definitions. For a pair of different
(i,j)
integers (i, j) ∈ [k] × [k] and x ∈ RN , zx
∈ RN k
denotes a vector such that the block of elements from
(i − 1)N + 1 to iN is −x, the block of elements from
(j − 1)N + 1 to jN is x, and other elements are zero.

Problem

original sample

bag

MCL

S = ((x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym ))

TRL

+
S = (x+
1 , . . . , xp ),
−
S − = (x−
1 , . . . , xn )

0

(y,y )

Bxy = {zx

|y 0 ∈ [k]\y}

sample

bag size

(Bxy11 , . . . , Bxym
)
m

k−1

(Bx+ ,S − , . . . , Bx+
−)
m ,S

n

+

−
−
Bx+ ,S − = {x− − x+
i |x ∈ S }
i

1

Table 1: Summary of the settings in OCMIL reformulation when given sample in the target problem. The
definition of z can be seen in Section 5.1
(2,4)

For example, the column vector of zx

z(2,4)
x

0

is as follows:



−x
0
+x

=
 0 ,
 . 
 . 
.

0

As we mention bellow, we derive a generalization bound for MCL by considering OCMIL
problem such that the bag sample is given as
) mapped from the original sample S =
(Bxy11 , . . . , Bxym
m
((x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym )) in MCL setting.

Generalization bound of Multi-class SVM

Here we derive the generalization bound for Multiclass SVM by using the generalization bound of Oneclass Multiple-Instance SVM.
Theorem 2 (Generalization bound for Multi–
class SVM). Let HMC = {(x, y) → hw, xi :
Pk
2
2
b MC = {(x, y) 7→ g(x, y)−
j=1 kwj k ≤ Λ } and let H
0
MC
b MC ,
maxy0 6=y g(x, y ) : g ∈ H } Then, for any h ∈ H
the expected risk is bounded as:
√
MC
RD,ρ
(h)

≤

MC
bS,ρ
R
(h)

+O

1
E
mσ

"

1
= E
mσ

"

1
= E
mσ

where 0 is N -dimensional all-zero column
vector. We
(y,y 0 ) 0
|y ∈ [k]\y}.
define G that maps (x, y) to Bxy = {zx

5.2

b MI ) is as following:
plexity RG(S),ρ (H

2rΛ log(k − 1)
√
m

!
(9)

m
X

sup

#
σi (h0 (Bi ))

h0 ∈HMI i=1

sup

m
X

k(w1 ,...,wk )k2 ≤Λ2 i=1
"
m
X

sup

k(w1 ,...,wk )k2 ≤Λ2 i=1

!#
− max
hw, zi
y

σi

z∈Bxi


σi

#
hwyi , xi i − max
hwy0 , xi i
0
y 6=yi

b MC )
=RS (H
Then, we have
MC
MC
bS,ρ
b MC )
RD,ρ
(h) ≤R
(h) + RS (H
MC
bS,ρ
b MI )
=R
(h) + RG(S) (H

√
Finally, we apply the bound (8). The coefficient 2 of
√
(·,·)
the theorem is lead by the fact that kzx k = 2kxk
and the bound (8) has linear dependence on the radius
r.
5.3

Multiple-instance SVM and multi-class
SVM

We would like to show an interesting result that MISVM algorithm over the specialized setting meets
Multi-class SVM algorithm.
The max-based constraints of OP 4 can be decomposed
to the constraints for all instances in each bag. Then,
we have
m

min

w∈RkN ,ξ

Proof. Under MCL problem aforementioned in Section 3.1, we consider an OCMIL problem such that
the learner receives a sample G(S) = (Bxy11 , . . . , Bxym
)
m
MI
b
according to S distributed from D. Let H = {B 7→
−g(B) : g ∈ HMI }. Then, we derive that for any
b MI and ρ > 0, the empirical Rademacher comh0 ∈ H

X
1
kwk22 + C
ξi
2
i=1

sub.to: ∀i ∈ [m], ∀j ∈ [k]\yi
i ,j)
− (w · z(y
) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
xi

ξ ≥ 0,
Replacing z by the representation using x, we have:

OP 5: One-class MI-SVM for MCL
m
X
1
2
kwk2 + C
min
ξi
w∈RkN ,ξ 2
i=1

ing:
1
E
pσ

sub.to: ∀i ∈ [m], ∀j ∈ [k]\yi

sup

p
X

#
σi (h0 (Bi ))

b MI i=1
h0 ∈H
"
p
X

!#
1
σi − max hw, vi
= E sup
v∈Bx ,S −
p σ w i=1
i
"

#
p
X
1
= E sup
σi hw, xi i − max
hw, x− i
p σ w i=1
x− ∈S −

− hwj , xi i + hwyi , xi i ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξ ≥ 0.

Therefore, the optimization problem of Multi-class
SVM (OP 1) is equivalent to the problem of One-class
Multi-Instance SVM for MCL (OP 5) when given the
specialized bag sample G(S). This fact does not yield
a valuable result immediately, but makes the relationship between MCL and MIL more convincing.

"

b TR )
=RS + ,S − (H
Then, we have
TR
b TR )
bTR
RD
+ ,D − ,ρ (h) ≤RS + ,S − ,ρ (h) + RS + ,S − (H

bTR
b MI )
=R
S + ,S − ,ρ (h) + RG(S + ,S − ) (H
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6.1

Connection between MIL and TRL
Specialized OCMIL setting for TRL

We define G that maps a pair of sets X, X 0 ⊆ 2X to
{Bx,X 0 = {vx,x0 = x0 − x|x0 ∈ X 0 }|x ∈ X}. As similar
as the MCL case, we consider OCMIL such that the
sample is given as (Bx+ ,S − , . . . , Bx+
− ) mapped by G
m ,S
1
from the original sample S + and S − in TRL.

6.2

Generalization bound for InfinitePush

Under TRL problem described in Section 3.2, we consider an OCMIL problem such that the learner receives a sample G(S + , S − ) = (Bx1 ,S − , . . . , Bxm ,S − ) according to size p of S + and size n of S − distributed
from D+ and D− , respectively. Let HTR = {x →
b TR = {(x, X 0 ) 7→
hw, xi : kwk2 ≤ Λ2 } and let H
TR
h(x) − maxx0 ∈X 0 h(u)} : h ∈ H }. Then, for any
b TR , the expected risk is bounded as:
h∈H

7

Comparison with the existing
bounds

Comparison with the existing MCL approaches
Lei et al. provided p-norm regularized SVM, and the
generalization bound depends on:
  2 

√ k
(p ≥ 2 log k)
O log
 1m
(11)
kp

(otherwise)
O √
m
This bound indicates that a standard (i.e., 2-norm regularized) Multi-class SVM still has a radical dependence on k. However, our bound suggests that 2-norm
regularized Multi-class SVM has also logarithmically
dependence on k.
7.1

Theorem 3.
TR
RD
+ ,D − ,ρ (h)

Finally, we apply the bound (8). The coefficient 2 of
the theorem is lead by the fact that kx − x0 k ≤ kxk +
k − x0 k ≤ 2r and the bound (8) has linear dependence
on the radius r.

bTR
≤R
S + ,S − ,ρ (h) + Õ



2rΛ log pn
√
p


(10)

Proof. Under TRL problem aforementioned in Section 3.2, we consider an OCMIL problem such
that the learner receives sample G(S + , S − ) =
(Bx+ ,S − , . . . , Bxp ,S − ) according to unknown distribu1
b MI = {B 7→ −h0 (B) : h0 ∈
tion G(D+ , D− ). Let H
MI
0
H }. For any h ∈ HMI and ρ > 0 the empirical
b MI ) is as followRademacher complexity RG(S + ,S − ) (H

Comparison with the existing TRL
approaches

InfinitePush [1] provided the generalization bound
based on the covering number (see Theorem 5.1 of [1]).
However, this bound is hard to evaluate in terms of the
size of negative sample n, because it contains a sum of
an increasing term and a decreasing term with increasing n. Li et al. provided TopPush [10] algorithm3 ,
and also provided
bound which de √ the genralization

t+N log p
√
pends on O
, where n  t and p is the
p
size of positive sample. In contrast to InfinitePush,
3

Note that TopPush employs a slightly different loss
function from InfinitePush and ours.
They employ
quadratic hinge loss for efficient optimization.

this bound has very little dependence on n. However,
this bound highly depends on the dimension N , and
thus it may be uninformative bound for very high dimensional data. Our bound has a little dependence on
negative instance n, and does not have a direct dependence on the dimension N .

8
8.1

Non-linear case

The derivations aforementioned are basically can be
applied for non-linear case by considering some kernel
Hilbert space. Let Φ : X → H denote a feature map
associated with the kernel K for a Hilbert space H, i.e.,
K(x, x0 ) = hΦ(x), Φ(x0 )i. I we replace x by Φ(x) and
replace w by v ∈ H, where φ : X → H. For example,
(2,4)
is as follows:
in MCL case, the column vector of zx


0



−Φ(x)
 0 
+Φ(x)

=
 0 ,
 . 
 . 
.

0

where 0 is zero column vector, the dimension of which
corresponds to the dimension of the feature vector
Φ(x).
8.2

Generality of our derivation technique

In this paper, we only focus on MCL and TRL. However, we believe that a margin loss based on maxoperator is employed also in other learning problem.
Even if there is, we do not know a generalization bound
derived by our approach is tighter than the existing
generalization bound. However, we can say that our
approach is very simple and makes it us to derive the
generalization bound easily for several learning problems.
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